Programming of JUNE in "El Retorno del Gigante - Radio Show" from Argentina

In September we completed ten consecutive years on the air next to the progressive rock

* A new special of the prestigious label Moonjune Records featuring: Best of canterbury music: "Soft Machine Legacy" a CD debut of members of the legendary band founder of the movement Canterbury; Delta Saxophone Quartet with "Dedicated to You ... but You weren't Listening (The Music of Soft Machine)" Soft Machine's music reinterpreted by a chamber group made up saxophone; The eclectic prog project "Barry Cleveland 'Hologramatron'" - In addition experimentation and R. I. O music to: Copernicus, and Boris Savoldelli, and more ...

* Introducing the new CD from the great Norwegian band "Pictorial Wand", neo progressive work called "Face of Our Fathers" high level, in line with its acclaimed debut album "A Sleeper's Awakening"

* Interviewed on studies with the progressive band "Deformica", presenting new work entitled 'Piramí" in line close to King Crimson with a touch of psychedelic and experimental sounds

* Another special "Without Ears Eyelids" by Carlos Salatino, with quirks and curiosities of music

* A new special "Progressives News" by Daniel Sperlungo, which brings all the new editions worldwide progressive

* New Argentine progressives bands, in this edition present, "Rodrigo San Martin" and his debut album concept work called "I" a modern Neo-progressive line, the band "Trevor Harmonic" present "Tratado sobre la Tragedia" of sound influences of King Crimson and prog rock of the seventies in Argentina

* Introducing the new CD from hard progressive band "Anathema", entitled "We're Here Because You're Here", a great candidate for best album of the year, in a line near and Opeth & Porcupine Tree, produced by the brilliant Steven Wilson

* A new edition of "Selected Progressives", with two or more progressive musicians playing together

* And tales, histories, the classic ones bands, new bands and "The music that to all they would like… if they could listen it"

We waited for them

We hope are together
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* Interviewed on studies to Ezequiel Cataia, presenting her beautiful debut solo album called "Solitaria Felicidad (Lonely Happiness)" on a line close to Syd Barrett’s psychedelic sound

* Another special "Ears Without Eyelids" by Carlos Salatino, with quirks and curiosities of music

* We visit the progressive band "William Gray" before their show at "The Cavern" in anticipation of their forthcoming album and playing acoustic in our studies

* A new special "Progressive News" by Daniel Sperlunga, which brings all the new editions worldwide progressive

* New Argentine progressive band, in this edition present, 'GranjaX' Simon Quiroga’s band rock sound developed with great force. 'TroquelAudio' the new draft of Ignacio Gracian from Guitar Craft, and the debut of the band of progressive folk 'Tierra'

* Presenting the debut CD of Rodrigo San Martin, the work of concept called "I" of modern and progressive sound.

* A new edition of Selected Progressives, with two or more large progressive musicians playing together

* Another special "Great Performances Live" in this edition the recent past show of: Yes with Oliver Wakeman and Benoit Davis and his new live album, touring with Peter Gabriel called "Orchestra, No Drums No Guitars" and Steve Hackett presenting 'Out Of The Tunnel's Mouth'

* And tales, histories, the classic ones bands, new bands and "The music that to all they would like… if they could listen it."

We waited for them
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